Notification

This report contains short preliminary information about a serious incident, without pretension to completeness and without conclusions. An investigation is in progress by the Swiss Transportation Safety Investigation Board.

Place, date and time: Matt (GL), 2 June 2022, 16:00 LT

Aircraft

Registration Mark: HB-ZPA
Type: Airbus Helicopters, H125 (AS 350 B3)
Operator: Heli-Linth AG, Flugplatzareal 2, 8753 Mollis
Owner: Heli-Linth Invest AG, Flugplatzareal 2, 8753 Mollis

Pilot: 1
Task Specialist Operator: 1

Flight:

Flight rules: Visual Flight Rules - VFR
Type of operation: Aerial work
Point of departure: Matt (GL)
Point of landing: Matt (GL)

Damage:

Crew: None
Passengers: None
Thirds: None
Aircraft: Slightly damaged
Ground: None

Short description: Whilst performing a sling load operation, the crew noticed that the frame of the Helicopter's cargo hook was ruptured

Berne, 26th October 2022